
REBOOT WITH MANISHA

Rebranding of human beings, All about enhancing who you are

Reboot means “Installation of excellence in your system” It is designed to

encourage you towards self-transformation, help you to know and analyze your

inner self, and change for the better. When a computer does not work well or slows

down, the first thing we do is to turn it off and then turn it back on again. That is

exactly what our brain needs at times when we overload it with unnecessary

information. To unburden your brain and start afresh, sometimes all you need is to

reboot it. Our mind captures things consciously, unconsciously, and subconsciously.

We can decide and change our actions which are captured in our conscious mind but

it is difficult to tap into the UNCONSCIOUS. So this Reboot with Manisha will

help you not only to tap into your inner mind and know your outer self to the

fullest but also make revelations for your betterment.

REBOOT WITH MANISHA WORKS AROUND:

● Working together for two years for your personal and professional

excellence concluding with a ready action plan for the next 10 - 20 years.

● Tap into Conscious, subconscious & unconscious mind.

● One-on-one consultation with Dr. Manisha gaur.

● Deep understanding of your psychology and physiology.

● Working on habits, behaviors, beliefs, and patterns. (deletion + installation)

● Planning, Mapping & Achieving physiology and psychology of excellence.

● Installations to accelerate your success.

● One-on-one review and checking of training.

● Regular assignments and practical learning.

● Different tools and techniques you required for change.

● Command over language.

● Removal of all negativities and limiting beliefs.

● Designing 10 - 20 years of your life.

● Presentation, speaking, and listening techniques.

● Master conversational programming to develop excellence in your

surroundings. (Your family, your team, others)



● 360° Transformation

● You’ll become a Person of Substance.

● Personalized session & excess to all our training programs in the selected

time frame.

We believe that:
"If anything is possible for someone, it is possible for you as well"

and by this program, we'll help you to achieve your goals.

Reboot with Manisha trains you to be a person of substance and helps you to

expand your horizon to achieve everything you want. A person who is determined

and has full-fledged planning of life in their pocket. A little motivation in the right

direction and timely push to keep the fire of determination ignited is all you need

to be an amazing version of yourself. This program promises you nothing less than

this!

YOUR transformation program is CUSTOMISED according

YOUR NEEDS & MEANINGFUL REQUIREMENTS


